Florida Rehabilitation Council
Planning Meeting to Present NCSRC Conference Report to FRC
January 4, 2023

Members:
Denny Clark, Delaina Parrish

VR Staff:
Roy Cosgrove

The following represents a summary of deliberations, advice and comments that comprise this FRC meeting.

• Denny and Delaina discussed how to present materials and report to the Council regarding the National Coalition of State Rehabilitation Councils (NCSRC) conference. Delaina and Denny discussed ideas that were most important and they divided topics to present. Both members felt that the NCSRC conference was very worthwhile and will encourage the Council to continue to send members. They also discussed that there were openings on the NCSRC board and they will discuss that opportunity with members. Roy sent a document that captured how Delaina and Denny will present information and sent that to each member.

Adjourned